The sea ice cover in the North evolves at a rapid rate. To adequately monitor this evolution, tools with high temporal and spatial resolution are needed. This paper presents IceMap250, an automatic sea ice extent mapping algorithm using MODIS reflective/emissive bands. Hybrid cloud-masking using both the MOD35 mask and a visibility mask, combined with downscaling of Bands 3-7 to 250 m, are utilized to delineate sea ice extent using a decision tree approach. IceMap250 was tested on scenes from the freeze-up, stable cover, and melt seasons in the Hudson Bay complex, in Northeastern Canada. IceMap250 first product is a daily composite sea ice presence map at 250 m. Validation based on comparisons with photo-interpreted ground-truth show the ability of the algorithm to achieve high classification accuracy, with kappa values systematically over 90%. IceMap250 second product is a weekly clear sky map that provides a synthesis of 7 days of daily composite maps. This map, produced using a majority filter, makes the sea ice presence map even more accurate by filtering out the effects of isolated classification errors. The synthesis maps show spatial consistency through time when compared to passive microwave and national ice services maps.
Introduction
The prospect of increased economic activity in the Arctic, accompanied by increased marine traffic, suggests that the need for sea ice information will increase in the future. Marine engineers will need more spatially and temporally precise data in order to monitor sea ice behavior around marine infrastructure, offshore platforms, and ships [1] . Ecologists will also need access to more sea ice data to understand the impact of climate change on species habitats. More precise and frequently available data would also help climatologists to get a clearer look at the ice-albedo feedback.
Remote sensing images have been used for decades to generate numerous sea ice monitoring products. Depending on the desired scientific or operational application, remote sensing platforms and sensors producing passive microwave (PM) [2] [3] [4] [5] , synthetic aperture radar (SAR) [6] [7] [8] , or visible (VIS) and thermal infrared (TIR) [9] [10] [11] imagery can be utilized.
The major users of remote sensing data for ice survey and mapping purposes are the national ice services, such as the Canadian Ice Service, the National Ice Center (USA), the Norwegian Meteorological Institute and the Danish Meteorological Institute. These services use multiple sources of imagery to produce added-value datasets for many end users, but mostly for navigation purposes [12] . Most datasets are produced on either a daily, weekly, or fortnightly basis. For example, the analysts of the Canadian Ice Service use a combination of in-situ observations and satellite datasets to synthesize and integrate ice information into a single ice concentration or stage of development map [13] , utilizing the "egg code" and following the official World Meteorological Organization color codes. SAR imagery is the backbone data used by ice services as it is characterized by a high spatial resolution, an all-weather capability and a complete independence to daylight. The highest resolution used to create the maps is about 50 m, corresponding to the resolution of RADARSAT data in ScanSAR mode. The sea ice maps provided by national ice services provide high-quality information, but nevertheless do not provide fine resolution details about ice extent on a daily basis, even if their main input is high-resolution SAR data [12] .
Passive microwave sensors such as SMMR, SSM/I, SSMIS, AMSR/E, and AMSR2, have as main advantage that they offer data with daily global coverage; their main disadvantage being that they have a coarse spatial resolution. Many algorithms were developed to retrieve sea ice concentrations from passive microwave observations, as presented by Ivanova et al. [2] . From these algorithms, some use higher frequency bands to achieve finer grid resolution, such as the ARTIST Sea Ice Algorithm (ASI) from Kaleschke et al. [14] and the SEA LION algorithm from Kern [15] at 12.5 km for use with SSM/I, the ASI applied to AMSR-E from Spreen et al. [5] achieving a 6.25 km grid resolution and another application of the ASI to AMSR2, by Beitsch et al. [16] , achieving a 3.125 km grid resolution. It is important to note that the higher the frequency used in passive microwave, the more the signal is subject to weather influences. Most ice concentration (SIC) and hence sea ice extent time series are based on passive microwave data obtained at the lower frequency channels as these are almost not influenced by clouds and allow a daily temporal resolution. The convention used by many authors is that ice is computed when concentrations >15% [12] , though algorithms can detect sea ice concentrations down to 0%. Near coastlines, the passive microwave datasets are subject to land contamination, meaning that the received signal is a mix of both land and water signals, due to the large footprint. If not assessed the land contamination tends to cause over-estimation of the sea ice extent [17] .
SAR sensors, such as Radarsat-2 and Sentinel-1A, are used to monitor sea ice at a fine spatial resolution depending on the selected acquisition mode (5 to 100 m). The main advantage of SAR is that it is independent of daylight and weather conditions. This explains why SAR is frequently used by national ice services as the main source of information in their operational map production. However, although SAR shows great potential for use by sea ice analysts, there is no mature operational quantitative algorithm for automatic ice concentration estimation [12] .
Visible and TIR imagery are used to monitor the limit of the ice also called the ice edge. This information is crucial for calculating the extent of the ice cover [12] . The visible sensors usually achieve a high resolution that reduces land contamination and enables finer estimation of ice presence in narrow passages and archipelago regions. Although highly affected by cloud cover and daylight conditions [18] , visible and TIR data are often used to assess the quality and accuracy of SAR and passive microwave maps [19] [20] [21] [22] . Different sea ice mapping approaches are used with optical sensors such as MODIS [9, [23] [24] [25] and VIIRS [26] .
All of the previously presented approaches to sea ice mapping are complementary and can be used in synergy to analyze and understand ice cover spatiotemporal changes. To complement the offer in data and to answer the needs in terms of high spatial and temporal resolutions, this paper proposes a new ice mapping algorithm, called IceMap250, based on the use of MODIS multispectral spectroradiometers. MODIS shows great potential, providing a spatial resolution of 250-1000 m combined with daily global coverage. The automated process to map sea ice presence is inspired by the original IceMap algorithm [23] but including three improvements: (1) a finer, 250 m spatial resolution made possible by using the Canadian Centre for Remote Sensing [27] downscaling algorithm; (2) use of a hybrid cloud-masking approach; (3) use of a more efficient spectral ratio to detect sea ice (the NDSII-2 index) [28] . The proposed algorithm provides improved accuracy for sea ice mapping due to finer spatial resolution and an improved set of decision thresholds. These improvements will help index) [28] . The proposed algorithm provides improved accuracy for sea ice mapping due to finer spatial resolution and an improved set of decision thresholds. These improvements will help monitor sea ice at a finer scale and provide valuable information at a 250 m spatial resolution in a near real-time frame.
Materials and Methods

Study Area
The region selected to test IceMap250 is the Hudson Bay Complex (Figure 1 ), located in Northeastern Canada. This region is considered the largest inland sea in the world, covering an area of 1,230,000 km 2 . The ice regime varies in the different parts of the Hudson Bay Complex [29] . In James Bay, the southernmost part of the study area, complete freeze-up is usually achieved in December and complete melting is usually completed in July. In Hudson Bay, freeze-up begins between early October and late November and melting occurs between mid-July and early September. In Hudson Strait, ice usually appears late September and melt usually completes in August. Finally, in Foxe Basin, the northernmost part of the study area, complete clearing of the sea ice cover does not occur every year. The ice regime varies in the different parts of the Hudson Bay Complex [29] . In James Bay, the southernmost part of the study area, complete freeze-up is usually achieved in December and complete melting is usually completed in July. In Hudson Bay, freeze-up begins between early October and late November and melting occurs between mid-July and early September. In Hudson Strait, ice usually appears late September and melt usually completes in August. Finally, in Foxe Basin, the northernmost part of the study area, complete clearing of the sea ice cover does not occur every year.
Data Used in IceMap250
MODIS Sensors and Datasets
MODIS-Terra was launched on 18 December 1999, started acquiring images on 24 February 2000, and is still acquiring images today. With a 2330 km view swath, the sensor captures information on every point of the planet every 1 or 2 days, with 36 spectral bands ranging from visible to thermal infrared (0.45 to 14.4 µm) at a spatial resolution ranging from 250 to 1000 m. The MODIS-Terra platform has a sun-synchronous orbit with a descending node at 10:30 UTC and is on a 16-day repeat cycle. MODIS-Aqua was launched on 4 May 2002 and offers the same capabilities and technical properties as Terra. It is important to note that 70% of the detectors for Band 6 (1.64 µm) failed shortly after launch Remote Sens. 2017, 9, 70 4 of 24 and that Aqua products use Band 7 (2.13 µm) instead of Band 6 in their computations [30] . The Aqua satellite has an ascending node at 13:30 UTC and is also on a 16-day repeat cycle.
Bands 1 to 7 are used in the IceMap250 processing (Table 1) . (16 days) and processed with the IceMap250 algorithm on reception of the data files. Alternate overpasses for both Terra (ascending) and Aqua (descending) are during the night and therefore are not used in IceMap250 as it uses only reflective bands and no thermal information in its decision thresholds, in contrast to the original algorithm.
Algorithm validation scenes were selected to cover the three important periods of the sea ice regime during the year: freeze-up, stable cover, and melt. Continuous five-day segments of each period were selected in order to assess the consistency of the algorithm. The ice regime periods were defined based on the 1981-2010 Canadian Ice Service Hudson Bay regional climatology [29] . Selected test scenes are: The periods were selected to embrace a wide range of conditions, extending from a very cloudy freeze-up scene to a perfectly clear sky summer melt scene.
Land Mask
Land masking is achieved using a coastline vector file obtained from the Natural Earth website [31] . This coastline vector, based on the World Data Bank II (a.k.a. CIA data bank), has an estimated resolution of 500 m [32] .
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Spectral Behavior of Sea Ice in the Visible Spectrum
The differences in albedo and surface temperature of ice and water can be used to distinguish the two in respectively the visible and the near-infrared part of the spectrum [12] . Sea ice, which is in most cases snow-covered [33] , exhibits fairly constant reflectance whatever the solar zenith angle (the incident solar beam angle), except when the sensor zenith angle (reflection angle toward the sensor) is equal to the zenith angle of the direct solar beam, meaning that the solar beam is reflected in a specular way, generating a peak in reflectance [34] . The more the solar zenith angle increases (the sun gets closer to the horizon), the more specular reflection increases, with the reflection being greater for smooth surfaces such as blue ice or an open melt pond and smaller for rough surfaces such as snow [35] . In terms of wavelength dependence, snow-covered sea ice reflectance decreases with increasing wavelengths in the 450-950 nm part of the spectrum (Figure 2 ).
According to Barber et al. [36] , who studied snow grain sizes on first-year sea ice in Lancaster Sound in Nunavut, the snow grain sizes measured varied from 0.4 to 2.5 mm (400-2500 µm). The impact of the snow grain size is varying depending on the wavelength. In the visible part, the impact of grain size is small when compared to the impact snow grain size has on the near infrared signal. However, ice is not snow covered all the time and follows a certain characteristic path during its formation, well described by Perovich and Polashenski [33] . During the freeze up, new ice forms up, in the form of nilas and grease ice, without any snow cover. These forms of ice have slightly higher reflectance than water and the more the freeze-up season evolves, the more their reflectance values grow. At the beginning of the melt season, the snow on the ice will melt, exposing bare ice with a lower reflectance. Next, melt ponds will form on the surface of the ice floes, reaching low reflectance values. At a certain stage, the ponds at the surface will drain and reflectance values will slightly go back up. Finally, as ice keeps decaying transforming into water, the reflectance slowly goes down to finally reach water low reflectance values. As displayed in Figure 2 , the melt stage of snow has a noticeable effect on reflectance both in near-infrared and visible wavelength and will affect sea ice detection.
Sea water, the other surface with which the signal interacts, shows consistently low reflectance over the entire visible part of the spectrum (Figure 2) . However, at high sun zenith angles, like in the Arctic, sun glint effects and the wind can have a significant impact by increasing the reflectance of water. Additionally, in some cases, the reflectance of water can be altered by elements present in it, such as phytoplankton and suspended sediments [37] . In general, the impact of the presence of suspended particles in the water column can be simplified to this: the higher the concentration of suspended particles, the higher the reflectance of the water is in the 450-950 nm region. The impact of such increases is observable in the spectral ratio values used to discriminate ice from water and needs to be taken into account when trying to accurately separate sea ice from sea water.
Note that those reflectance values ( Figure 2 ) are retrieved from laboratory experiments and field work and are not affected by the atmosphere. Like with other ice mapping studies using MODIS [23] [24] [25] , IceMap250 uses TOA (Top-of-Atmosphere) reflectance values that are higher than surface reflectance values. Figure 2 shows the general behavior of the diverse surface types observed in the Hudson Bay Complex. Reference spectrums for different types of ice cover at different states based on USGS [38] and ASTER [39] spectral libraries and from field observations by Perovich in 1998 [40] . These spectrums are solely presented to display the variations in reflectances of the different surfaces encountered by IceMap250.
Normalized Difference Snow Index
Snow detection is intimately linked to sea ice detection, as the sea ice cover is in most cases covered with snow. In the original IceMap algorithm, the Normalized Difference Snow Index (NDSI) [41] was used by the authors to discriminate water from ice (Equation (1)).
The NDSI takes advantage of the contrasting spectral behaviors of snow cover in the visible (Green Band 4: 0.55 μm) and shortwave infrared (SWIR Band 6: 1.64 μm) parts of the spectrum [42] . SWIR is useful since snow displays a large contrast in reflectance with its green counterpart, therefore ensuring a high NDSI value.
The Original IceMap Algorithm
The IceMap algorithm [23] applies specific spectral thresholds for data from the visible and TIR bands of MODIS to detect the presence of sea ice. It uses the MOD35 cloud mask product to ensure that cloud covered pixels are not processed. Given the assumption that ice is snow-covered, the main criterion of ice detection is a NDSI >0.4, used to detect snow. A second criterion verifies that the pixel has a TOA reflectance >0.11 in the near-infrared part of the spectrum (0.86 μm), where water displays low TOA reflectance [43] compared to snow. The third criterion is to verify if the TOA reflectance in red is >0.1, to validate the pixel as snow-covered. As can be seen in Figure 2 , this additional criterion helps to prevent errors of classification regarding pixels with an advanced snow cover melt. These three criterions must all be satisfied to officially detect snow-covered sea ice with IceMap. One last criterion, independent from the others, verifies that the ice surface temperature (IST) retrieved using the TIR bands (12 and 13 μm) is lower than 271.4 K. This additional threshold makes sure that ice without a snow cover gets detected and that, to be considered as ice, a pixel has to display a temperature below the sea water freezing point. IceMap generates 4 different outputs-sea ice by reflectance, sea ice by IST, Figure 2 . Reference spectrums for different types of ice cover at different states based on USGS [38] and ASTER [39] spectral libraries and from field observations by Perovich in 1998 [40] . These spectrums are solely presented to display the variations in reflectances of the different surfaces encountered by IceMap250.
Normalized Difference Snow Index
The NDSI takes advantage of the contrasting spectral behaviors of snow cover in the visible (Green Band 4: 0.55 µm) and shortwave infrared (SWIR Band 6: 1.64 µm) parts of the spectrum [42] . SWIR is useful since snow displays a large contrast in reflectance with its green counterpart, therefore ensuring a high NDSI value.
The Original IceMap Algorithm
The IceMap algorithm [23] applies specific spectral thresholds for data from the visible and TIR bands of MODIS to detect the presence of sea ice. It uses the MOD35 cloud mask product to ensure that cloud covered pixels are not processed. Given the assumption that ice is snow-covered, the main criterion of ice detection is a NDSI >0.4, used to detect snow. A second criterion verifies that the pixel has a TOA reflectance >0.11 in the near-infrared part of the spectrum (0.86 µm), where water displays low TOA reflectance [43] compared to snow. The third criterion is to verify if the TOA reflectance in red is >0.1, to validate the pixel as snow-covered. As can be seen in Figure 2 , this additional criterion helps to prevent errors of classification regarding pixels with an advanced snow cover melt. These three criterions must all be satisfied to officially detect snow-covered sea ice with IceMap. One last criterion, independent from the others, verifies that the ice surface temperature (IST) retrieved using the TIR bands (12 and 13 µm) is lower than 271.4 K. This additional threshold makes sure that ice without a snow cover gets detected and that, to be considered as ice, a pixel has to display a temperature below the sea water freezing point. IceMap generates 4 different outputs-sea ice by reflectance, sea ice by IST, combined sea ice, and IST-and is available as product MOD29 (Terra) or MYD29 (Aqua). Note that, from MODIS collection 5 and after, the Sea Ice by IST and Combined Sea Ice products are not automatically generated, leaving to users the opportunity to generate these products by themselves using their own IST threshold value and combination conditions. They are to be seen as complementary sea ice products.
In the MOD29 Sea Ice by Reflectance product, some errors in classification can occur, especially regarding the detection of new ice such as nilas and grease ice, which do not display a strong contrast with water in the visible wavelengths and therefore are not being detected using the NDSI index. Additionally, the NDSI criterion may yield errors. For example, an advanced melt snow cover would have an NDSI value under the 0.4 threshold and would be classified as water by the IceMap algorithm. As for the IST product, Hall et al. estimated RMSE of 1.7 K [10] , causing possible confusion when trying to detect the younger ice types. The primary difficulty while retrieving surface temperature occurs as melt ponds appear on the sea ice cover [23] . Finally, like other algorithms using images in the visible part of the spectrum, the confusion of clouds with sea ice and the identification of thin clouds and fog are important sources of errors. The algorithm performance therefore strongly depends on the MOD35 cloud mask product, but the impact itself cannot easily be quantified.
The Proposed Algorithm: IceMap250
The IceMap250 algorithm is inspired by the original IceMap algorithm [23] . Improvements are proposed in the algorithm itself, in the discrimination approach, in its resolution and in the extent of the area mapped. First, a different detection index, the NDSII-2 [28] is used to distinguish ice from water. Second, to achieve a 250 m resolution, a downscaling method developed at the Canadian Center for Remote Sensing (now known as the Canadian Center for Mapping and Earth Observation) using local regression between MODIS bands is applied [27, 44] . Then, in order to improve the extent of the mapping, IceMap250 uses a hybrid cloud-masking approach from which two intermediate sea ice presence maps are generated, the MOD35-based map and the VIS-based map, each one having a different role to play in the final result. Finally, the content of the two intermediate sea ice presence maps is combined into a final composite map generated for each day.
The ice detected in the MOD35-based map and the water detected in the VIS-based map are merged with the goal of maximizing the confidence in the classification results. However, water in the VIS products prevails on ice detected in the MOD35 products, and any ice pixel in MOD35 has to be recognized as ice also in VIS. Table 2 presents the different combinations and possible outcomes of the merging process. The complete algorithm flowchart is presented in Figure 3 and each step is explained in the following sections. The final product is a daily ice presence maps at 250 m spatial resolution. Using the daily presence maps, at the end of each week, a weekly ice synthesis map at 250 m spatial resolution is generated, for each of the 52 weeks of the year. 
Discrimination between Ice and Water: The NDSII-2 Index
A few snow and ice detection indices with potential for sea ice discrimination, other than the NDSI, exist in the literature, such as the Normalized Difference Snow and Ice Index-1 [45] and the Normalized Difference Snow and Ice Index-2 [28] . The NDSII-1 (Equation (2)) and NDSII-2 (Equation (3)) follow a logic similar to the NDSI but use different spectral bands to provide snow presence information.
NDSII-2 = (Green − NIR)/(Green + NIR) 
NDSII-2 = (Green − NIR)/(Green + NIR) Figure 4 shows the results obtained by applying NDSI, NDSII-1, and NDSII-2 over a mixed conditions scene in Hudson Bay on 12 June 2015 at 17:00:00 UTC (12:00:00 EST). Figure 4 shows the results obtained by applying NDSI, NDSII-1, and NDSII-2 over a mixed conditions scene in Hudson Bay on 12 June 2015 at 17:00:00 UTC (12:00:00 EST). In Figure 4 , NDSII-2 displays a different behavior than the NDSI index. For both NDSII and NDSII-2, the open water region in the northwestern part of the Hudson Bay can be delineated from the indices. The NDSI, used in the original IceMap algorithm, does not seem to capture this region. It is important to note that the use of an index value in the decision tree is not the only criterion and that it should not be taken for granted that using one or another will result in a better classification. However, using a different index with a higher discriminative power (Figure 4 ) can improve the overall confidence in the generated sea ice maps.
Considering the fact that the NDSII-2 does not rely on the use of MODIS Band 6 and that consequently it is better suited to use with both MODIS Terra and Aqua data, the IceMap250 algorithm uses the NDSII-2 as its primary sea ice presence criterion. In Figure 4 , NDSII-2 displays a different behavior than the NDSI index. For both NDSII and NDSII-2, the open water region in the northwestern part of the Hudson Bay can be delineated from the indices. The NDSI, used in the original IceMap algorithm, does not seem to capture this region. It is important to note that the use of an index value in the decision tree is not the only criterion and that it should not be taken for granted that using one or another will result in a better classification. However, using a different index with a higher discriminative power (Figure 4 ) can improve the overall confidence in the generated sea ice maps.
Considering the fact that the NDSII-2 does not rely on the use of MODIS Band 6 and that consequently it is better suited to use with both MODIS Terra and Aqua data, the IceMap250 algorithm uses the NDSII-2 as its primary sea ice presence criterion.
Downscaling to 250 m: The CCRS MODIS Downscaling Algorithm
Only the first two bands of MODIS provide data at a 250 m spatial resolution, the five next bands being at 500 m and the remaining bands at 1000 m. An algorithm developed at the Canadian Center for Remote Sensing provides the capability to downscale Bands 3 to 7 to 250 m using an adaptive regression and normalization approach [27, 44] (Figure 5 ). Several authors have successfully used this downscaling approach in their research studies on algal blooms, land cover, and snow cover [46] [47] [48] .
Only the first two bands of MODIS provide data at a 250 m spatial resolution, the five next bands being at 500 m and the remaining bands at 1000 m. An algorithm developed at the Canadian Center for Remote Sensing provides the capability to downscale Bands 3 to 7 to 250 m using an adaptive regression and normalization approach [27, 44] (Figure 5 ). Several authors have successfully used this downscaling approach in their research studies on algal blooms, land cover, and snow cover [46] [47] [48] . First, the MOD02HKM (500 m) scene, containing the 7 MODIS channels at 500 m is divided into 5 × 5 sub-regions covering a MOD02HKM scene (i.e., a total of 25 sub-regions). The sub-regions are used to limit and reduce the impact of observational geometry, such as the sun-view geometry, on the obtained regression parameters. Second, a classification, based on the characteristics of the 250 m Bands 1 (red) and 2 (NIR) and a priori knowledge [49] , is made to determine to which generic surface type (water, ice, vegetation, clouds, etc.) pixels from the sub-region belongs. Third, for each surface class within a sub-region, non-linear multiple regressions between Channels 3 to 7 and Channels 1, 2, and the NDVI are constructed based on Equation (4).
Bi(3−7) = a0,i + (a1,i B1 + a2,i B2) (1 + a3,i NDVI + a4,i NDVI 2 )
where NDVI = (B2 − B1)/(B2 + B1) and Bi is the observed reflectance for Band i. For surfaces like water and snow, which display stable low values of the NDVI, the impact of this specific index in the regression will be minimal. These regression models are then used with MODIS 250 m Bands 1 and 2 to generate the surrogate 250 m Bands 3 to 7. Luo et al. [27] specify that, even if the correlation coefficients of the regressions are generally high, there is still a possibility that the surrogate image does not achieve adequate radiometric consistency when compared to the original. For this reason, the final step of the downscaling process consists at normalizing the downscaled Bands 3 to 7 to the original 500 m datasets in order to preserve the radiometric properties of the original data. In the end, MODIS 7 first bands are available at a 250 m resolution for further processing in a product sharing the same file structure as the original MOD02HKM HDF file. First, the MOD02HKM (500 m) scene, containing the 7 MODIS channels at 500 m is divided into 5 × 5 sub-regions covering a MOD02HKM scene (i.e., a total of 25 sub-regions). The sub-regions are used to limit and reduce the impact of observational geometry, such as the sun-view geometry, on the obtained regression parameters. Second, a classification, based on the characteristics of the 250 m Bands 1 (red) and 2 (NIR) and a priori knowledge [49] , is made to determine to which generic surface type (water, ice, vegetation, clouds, etc.) pixels from the sub-region belongs. Third, for each surface class within a sub-region, non-linear multiple regressions between Channels 3 to 7 and Channels 1, 2, and the NDVI are constructed based on Equation (4). 
where NDVI = (B 2 − B 1 )/(B 2 + B 1 ) and Bi is the observed reflectance for Band i. For surfaces like water and snow, which display stable low values of the NDVI, the impact of this specific index in the regression will be minimal. These regression models are then used with MODIS 250 m Bands 1 and 2 to generate the surrogate 250 m Bands 3 to 7. Luo et al. [27] specify that, even if the correlation coefficients of the regressions are generally high, there is still a possibility that the surrogate image does not achieve adequate radiometric consistency when compared to the original. For this reason, the final step of the downscaling process consists at normalizing the downscaled Bands 3 to 7 to the original 500 m datasets in order to preserve the radiometric properties of the original data. In the end, MODIS 7 first bands are available at a 250 m resolution for further processing in a product sharing the same file structure as the original MOD02HKM HDF file.
Improving the Mapped Extent: The Visibility Mask
The visibility mask produced by IceMap250 is obtained using a spectral ratio between brightness temperatures at 3.7 µm (Band 20) and 12 µm (Band 32), which are known to be sensitive respectively to surface temperature and to cloud temperature [50, 51] . These two bands are available only at a 1 km grid resolution; a resampling is done on the generated mask to bring it to 250 m, in agreement with the IceMap250 actual map resolution.
The normalized difference between Bands 20 and 32 (Equation (5)) is utilized as a threshold in the MODIS cloud mask algorithm used to generate the MOD35 product [50] . However, the MOD35 product uses multiple thresholds and spectral difference tests, and its results tend to be inconsistent in the Arctic region. According to Chan and Comiso [52] , in the Arctic region, the MOD35 product is more efficient during summer and less efficient during winter and it is highly dependent on the surface type and solar illumination. The MOD35 product tends to underestimate cloud cover over sea ice and, on the contrary, overestimate cloud cover over open water.
R (B20/B32) = (B20 − B32)/(B20 + B32).
For our purposes, in order to maximize the mapped area and to cope with the inconsistency of MOD35, we propose a spectral ratio-based mask intended to identify the zones where visibility is sufficient (i.e., semi-transparent and thin clouds) to map the presence of water in MODIS scenes. The IceMap250 visibility mask (VIS) is obtained for each pixel using the centered and scaled values of the normalized difference between Bands 20 and 32 for all study area pixels (Figure 1 ), where all values over 0.5 are considered to have sufficient visibility (Equation (6)): VIS = (R (B20/B32) − µ)/σ, where VIS > 0.5 have sufficient visibility (6) where µ and σ are respectively the mean and the standard deviation of the R (B20/B32) values of all study area pixels (i.e., the scene after land masking). The 0.5 threshold value has been selected based on experiments done on different scenes with varying cloud and illumination conditions. One has to understand, using the VIS mask, that the main goal of this mask is not to detect clouds, but to outline regions where open water might be detected, even though there are clouds. Therefore, in the Hudson Bay, the value has been kept consistently to 0.5 but the image analyst could set, for another region, its own threshold value based on experience and the image acquisition context. The processing scheme of the IceMap250 algorithm uses the two cloud masks to generate two ice maps, both used in the creation of the composite map, with conditions specified in Table 2 .
Calibration: Determination of Algorithm Threshold Values
Classification thresholds were established through a sampling of the reflectance values for Bands 1 to 4.
A total of 220 points were selected manually and classified as ice or water by photo-interpretation. The sampling was distributed on 11 images from the 2005 freeze-up (4 scenes), the 2007 stable cover (3 scenes), and the 2009 melt seasons (4 scenes), not related to the validation dataset. The calibration images were selected to represent a diversity of illumination, ice types, and cloud conditions. The sampling was cross-validated, when possible, with Landsat-7 ETM+ imagery and/or with RADARSAT-1 SAR images. Descriptive statistics on samples were computed for every band to obtain the mean and standard deviation of the TOA reflectance values (Figure 6 ), without regard for the specific season. The TOA reflectance values determined in this way were found to be compatible with the sea ice reflective characteristics identified by Riggs et al. (1999) [43] .
In IceMap250, the first step in identifying sea ice is to verify if the pixel NDSII-2 value is lower or equal to the value T NDSII-2 , which is the natural break in the distribution of NDSII-2 index values. Figure 7 presents the T NDSII-2 values obtained for the validation datasets for ice/water classes determined by photo-interpretation. The natural break is obtained using the Jenks method [53] , which maximizes inter-class variance (makes classes as different as possible) while minimizing intra-class variance (makes data within a class as similar as possible) by iteratively comparing clusters of data. According to our sampling, the primary threshold value of T NDSII-2 for the presence of sea ice is not fixed and varies between 0.1 and 0.2 ( Figure 7 ) and can vary depending on the context of the acquisition. In IceMap250, the first step in identifying sea ice is to verify if the pixel NDSII-2 value is lower or equal to the value TNDSII-2, which is the natural break in the distribution of NDSII-2 index values. Figure  7 presents the TNDSII-2 values obtained for the validation datasets for ice/water classes determined by photo-interpretation. The natural break is obtained using the Jenks method [53] , which maximizes inter-class variance (makes classes as different as possible) while minimizing intra-class variance (makes data within a class as similar as possible) by iteratively comparing clusters of data. According to our sampling, the primary threshold value of TNDSII-2 for the presence of sea ice is not fixed and varies between 0.1 and 0.2 ( Figure 7 ) and can vary depending on the context of the acquisition.
The decision rule is that, if NDSII-2 <TNDSII-2, the pixel is tagged as potential sea ice and has to be confirmed as sea ice using the next TOA reflectance criteria. The TNDSII-2 threshold acts as a first filter to detect sea ice and, according to the validation points, performs adequately in every period of the ice regime (96% of ice points below TNDSII2 for stable and melt, 100% of ice points below TNDSII2 for freeze-up).
The second threshold in the algorithm validates ice presence by verifying that the Band 4 (0.55 μm) TOA reflectance value is >0.17. This threshold was also used in the development of the original algorithm, as snow-covered ice at the 0.55 μm wavelength is known for its high reflectance, while water has very low reflectance at this same wavelength [43] . This fixed threshold, though inside one standard deviation of the water samples mean, was kept. This choice has been made considering that, in the sampling process, it is fairly possible that the photo-analyst identified new types of ice, such as nilas, as being water. These isolated mistakes in interpretation could be raising the average and standard deviation values for this category in our sampling. Therefore, to use a more secure threshold, the 0.17 value previously used by Riggs et al. [43] has been kept. 
Ice Information Outputs of IceMap250
The IceMap250 algorithm generates two different ice presence maps at a 250 m spatial resolution providing different levels of information:
• The composite IceMap (Figure 8 ), combining the MOD35 and VIS maps information; • The Weekly Synthesis IceMap (Figure 9 ), combining using a majority filter, all the available composite maps for one week.
The first product, the composite map, takes advantage of the two single scene maps, combining the ice detected in the MOD35 single scene map and the water detected in the VIS single scene map. This approach maximizes the area that can be mapped given the cloud cover. It uses sea ice detected with the MOD35 single scene map, which is more conservative regarding cloud cover, and the open water The decision rule is that, if NDSII-2 <T NDSII-2 , the pixel is tagged as potential sea ice and has to be confirmed as sea ice using the next TOA reflectance criteria. The T NDSII-2 threshold acts as a first filter to detect sea ice and, according to the validation points, performs adequately in every period of the ice regime (96% of ice points below T NDSII2 for stable and melt, 100% of ice points below T NDSII2 for freeze-up).
The second threshold in the algorithm validates ice presence by verifying that the Band 4 (0.55 µm) TOA reflectance value is >0.17. This threshold was also used in the development of the original algorithm, as snow-covered ice at the 0.55 µm wavelength is known for its high reflectance, while water has very low reflectance at this same wavelength [43] . This fixed threshold, though inside one standard deviation of the water samples mean, was kept. This choice has been made considering that, in the sampling process, it is fairly possible that the photo-analyst identified new types of ice, such as nilas, as being water. These isolated mistakes in interpretation could be raising the average and standard deviation values for this category in our sampling. Therefore, to use a more secure threshold, the 0.17 value previously used by Riggs et al. [43] has been kept.
•
The composite IceMap (Figure 8 ), combining the MOD35 and VIS maps information; • The Weekly Synthesis IceMap (Figure 9 ), combining using a majority filter, all the available composite maps for one week. The second product, the weekly synthesis map, shows the state of the ice cover as calculated by applying a majority filter to the ice conditions recorded for the previous seven days. Time-series records of ice conditions are built for every pixel using the composite maps, and the condition that appears in the majority of cases is mapped. In the case of equality between water and ice, the pixel is tagged as no data. A minimum of three occurrences is needed for the algorithm to map the majority case. 
Results
Validation of the IceMap250 Algorithm
The IceMap250 algorithm automatically generates a 250 m spatial resolution ice presence map for every scene of MODIS data available over a selected territory. After processing all available scenes for a single date, for either Terra or Aqua, the algorithm builds a composite of the ice maps to obtain a unique daily ice map product.
Validation of the IceMap250 products was achieved using datasets of imagery from three important periods of the sea ice regime, as described in the Section 2.2.1 of this document. Validation points, common to all evaluated products (Table 3) , were sampled to cumulate 500 points for each period. To gather the points for validation, a regularly spaced grid at 25 km was generated over the study domain from which points that were common to the MOD29 product and to the IceMap250 maps generated from both the MOD35 and VIS masks were kept. From these points, 500 points were randomly selected for each period for a total of 1500 validation points. Ground truth was generated manually by photo-interpretation of each point, for all three ice regime periods, based on the 250 m downscaled true The first product, the composite map, takes advantage of the two single scene maps, combining the ice detected in the MOD35 single scene map and the water detected in the VIS single scene map. This approach maximizes the area that can be mapped given the cloud cover. It uses sea ice detected with the MOD35 single scene map, which is more conservative regarding cloud cover, and the open water detected with the VIS single scene map since the error potential for water detection is very low and the visibility mask maximizes the covered area. The composite map, in addition to being a daily synthesis product, serves to compensate for certain errors related to cloud masking. By using the best information we can extract from both the MOD35 and the VIS cloud-masked maps, it minimizes the classification error risk.
The second product, the weekly synthesis map, shows the state of the ice cover as calculated by applying a majority filter to the ice conditions recorded for the previous seven days. Time-series records of ice conditions are built for every pixel using the composite maps, and the condition that appears in the majority of cases is mapped. In the case of equality between water and ice, the pixel is tagged as no data. A minimum of three occurrences is needed for the algorithm to map the majority case.
Results
Validation of the IceMap250 Algorithm
Validation of the IceMap250 products was achieved using datasets of imagery from three important periods of the sea ice regime, as described in the Section 2.2.1 of this document. Validation points, common to all evaluated products (Table 3) , were sampled to cumulate 500 points for each period. To gather the points for validation, a regularly spaced grid at 25 km was generated over the study domain from which points that were common to the MOD29 product and to the IceMap250 maps generated from both the MOD35 and VIS masks were kept. From these points, 500 points were randomly selected for each period for a total of 1500 validation points. Ground truth was generated manually by photo-interpretation of each point, for all three ice regime periods, based on the 250 m downscaled true color images. The validation points were selected from dates in 2013, 2015, and 2016 (see Section 2.2.1), different than those used for the calibration points used in Section 3.4. The photo-interpretation process used is described as follows. The validation points for each scene of every ice regime period were scanned, one by one, to classify them as either ice or water. The classification for all points was performed by the same analyst for consistency. When such data was available, the classification was cross-validated using either a Landsat 7 ETM+ true color composite and/or RADARSAT-1 SAR imagery.
From these 1500 validation points, contingency tables were generated for every ice regime period to identify strengths and weaknesses of the different products. Kappa values [54] were also calculated to give a general overview of the classification performance. Tables   The stable period contingency table (Table 4) shows that the main error source is the mislabeling of water as sea ice. The validation results clearly show that the main factor affecting the accuracy of the maps is the spatial resolution. Considering that openings in the ice cover tend to be straight, narrow features, such as leads, during this period, the error observed in 1 km resolution products such as MOD29 could be related simply to an inability to detect these features. Since the composite map merges information from both IceMap250 MOD35 and VIS maps, it will carry the kappa score of the highest scoring, since all products are compared on common points. However, the composite map has a larger coverage than the MOD35 product since it appends the water retrieved by the VIS product. Algorithmic changes seem to have a small, non-significant impact on accuracy. The impact of the downscaling, on the other hand, seems to be positive, as we can see from the high kappa value obtained for the IceMap250 composite map. This result has to be interpreted with parsimony, as there are only a few areas of open water that were randomly selected for the validation points (also due to their rarity during stable cover). Considering these important facts, the high kappa value of the IceMap250 MOD35, VIS, and composite should be interpreted as a sign of relative accuracy, as only one error in classifying water as ice has a significant impact on the kappa due to the small number of water pixels. When looking at Table 4 , the reader should focus more on the overall accuracy than on the kappa value.
Validation of the Composite Maps: Assessment of Accuracy Using Contingency
The melt period contingency table (Table 5) shows that all of the algorithms achieve high performance discriminating sea ice and water in most situations, the kappa value consistently being greater than 88%. During this period, a higher spatial resolution seems to contribute to improving the results. The melt period is characterized by its generally low extent of cloud cover when compared to freeze-up, making it easier to accurately map sea ice distribution.
One source of error, mislabeling water as sea ice, may be linked to low tides when the intertidal area located at the outlets of rivers is exposed to the MODIS sensors. These areas are mistaken for ice as their reflectance is high at the 0.55 µm wavelength. They are adequately mapped by the original IceMap algorithm, explaining in part why the kappa score of the MOD29 product is higher than the 1 km IceMap250 products. One explanation for the improvement of the IceMap250 product at 250 m compared to its counterparts at 1 km is that the refinement brought by the downscaling makes the algorithm correct the errors in the intertidal areas since the measured T NDSII-2 threshold is computed using different reflectances at a finer grid resolution (16 pixels at 250 m are contained in 1 pixel at 1 km), increasing the impact of these pixels in the estimation of T NDSII-2 with the Jenks method. This situation is common in James Bay, the southernmost entity of the Hudson Bay Complex, where numerous rivers are known to bring large quantities of sediments. Another source is the mislabeling of ice as water due to melt ponds, which, in most advanced cases, present a water-like NDSII-2 value. The 0.17 threshold used in Band 4 was shown to accurately discriminate sea ice with melt ponds from water, as about 15% of the validation points were gathered from areas with melt ponds. The slight improvement in the detection of water for the IceMap250 VIS map, compared to the 250 m MOD35 map can be explained by the difference in the extent masked by the MOD35 and the VIS masks and by the context of the melt period where water becomes more abundant. The impact on the algorithm is that the T NDSII-2 value differs for both products because the VIS mask covers more potential water areas (high NDSII-2 values) with the effect of pulling down T NDSII-2 , resulting in more pixels failing the first test for ice detection.
The freeze-up period contingency table (Table 6) shows that the main source of error during freeze-up is the mislabeling of water as sea ice, except for the MOD29 product. The freeze-up period is especially difficult to map, mostly because of the dense cloud cover that is frequently present. The changes in the algorithm have shown, in this period, to improve the kappa value by about 10%, according to the freeze-up period validation dataset.
In some cases, a cloud-covered area will be misclassified by the cloud-masking algorithm (MOD35) and will be considered cloud-free, leading to possible mislabeling of water as ice by the IceMap250 algorithm. The low clouds and water vapor that pass through the different filters of MOD35 have negative NDSII-2 values, sufficient to pass the T NDSII-2 threshold, and present with a high green reflectance classifying them as ice. At those same points, the NDSI values are slightly below 0.4, explaining why they do not appear as errors in the MOD29 product. Once again, the intertidal areas cause classification errors until we reach the period where the land fast ice is well established, meaning the shores display a stable ice cover.
Even though the validation data show excellent concordance with manually photo-interpreted data, it should not be taken for granted that IceMap250 will achieve such accuracy for every scene it classifies.
The validation is relative to the accuracy and consistency of the photo-interpretation, and the results could vary simply by using different validation dates. Nonetheless, given the results obtained from our extensive validation dataset, we contend that the IceMap250 classification process is reliable and generates high-quality results. 
Validation of the Weekly Synthesis Maps: Comparison with Similar Products
One issue with the IceMap250 composite maps is the sparse and irregular distribution of coverage. To cope with this problem, weekly synthesis maps are generated for each of the 52 weeks of the year.
Quantitative validation is quite difficult for these synthesis maps since they are built from a collection of time-shifted datasets, but it is possible to compare them with existing synthesis products that provide a similar overview of ice presence, such as passive microwave (7 days average) and weekly maps from national ice services.
The latter products do not have the same spatial resolution as the IceMap250 synthesis map, but the comparison between these products and the IceMap250 product demonstrates the accuracy of the synthesis process used in the weekly IceMap250 maps. It is also a simple method to assess the consistency of the IceMap250 maps over time.
To evaluate their accuracy, the synthesis maps were then compared to the Canadian Ice Service weekly Hudson Bay regional ice charts, which are based on ScanSAR RADARSAT-1 imagery (50 or 100 m resolution), and to a 7 days average version of the OSI-409 or OSI-430 Reprocessed Sea Ice Product [55] , which is based on passive microwave data with a footprint size between 30 and 50 km, sampled at every 25 km and for which the product is provided at a 12.5 km resolution. Note that the ice charts compared are potentially based on data from different days since their respective production processes and input data are different. The periods compared include the last scene within the 7 days period. A total of nine comparisons were made-one per ice season (freeze-up, stable cover and melt) for three different years. The comparison of the output weekly maps from the analysis made at the Canadian Ice Service, the passive microwave-based OSI-409 or OSI-430 (depending on the date) product and the output weekly synthesis maps from the IceMap250 algorithm ( Figure 10 ) allow us to draw the following conclusions:
• For all three seasons considered, the general pattern and the sea ice cover agrees between the products compared.
•
The IceMap250 product, contrary to the CIS maps of the OSI maps, based respectively on SAR and passive microwave data, does not map the entire area because of its vulnerability to the cloud cover.
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To evaluate their accuracy, the synthesis maps were then compared to the Canadian Ice Service weekly Hudson Bay regional ice charts, which are based on ScanSAR RADARSAT-1 imagery (50 or 100 m resolution), and to a 7 day average version of the OSI-409 or OSI-430 Reprocessed Sea Ice Product [55] , which is based on passive microwave data with a footprint size between 30 and 50 km, sampled at every 25 km and for which the product is provided at a 12.5 km resolution. Note that the ice charts compared are potentially based on data from different days since their respective production processes and input data are different. The periods compared include the last scene within the 7 day period. A total of nine comparisons were made-one per ice season (freeze-up, stable cover and melt) for three different years. The comparison of the output weekly maps from the analysis made at the Canadian Ice Service, the passive microwave-based OSI-409 or OSI-430 (depending on the date) product and the output weekly synthesis maps from the IceMap250 algorithm ( Figure 10 ) allow us to draw the following conclusions:
The IceMap250 product, contrary to the CIS maps of the OSI maps, based respectively on SAR and passive microwave data, does not map the entire area because of its vulnerability to the cloud cover. 
Discussion
The combination of the NDSII-2 and Band 4 thresholds at 250 m showed a good performance for all three seasons of the ice regime with kappa values over 90%. The use of a Jenks natural breaks threshold on NDSII-2 values made the algorithm more flexible regarding the different ice conditions the sensor could observe at the surface, as it, by definition, adapts to the different TOA reflectance values in the domain.
One of the surfaces expected to be more difficult to adequately outline were the regions for which the ice was covered with melt ponds. According to Perovich et al. [56] , the flat topography characteristic to first-year ice can bring the pond cover fraction up to 90%, which has a major impact on the pixel reflectance values. This melt pond fraction is higher than what is observed in the higher Arctic, where the melt ponds can cover up to 50%-60% of sea ice during the boreal summer [57, 58] .
When mapping ice with melt ponds, which according to Rosel et al. [59] can appear as soon as mid-April in the Southern Arctic, as confirmed by our imagery, the NDSII-2 information showed to be insufficient when used alone for cases of an advanced melt state. However, thresholding on Band 4 (TOA reflectance >0.17 in green) showed to effectively discriminate ice with melt ponds from water, as the mislabeling of sea ice as water is lower for all IceMap250 products than for the MOD29 product, regardless of the resolution. This discrimination capacity in the green band is coherent according to the spectral signature curves of water and melt ponds (deep blue ponds, blue-green ponds, dark ponds) [60] . One interesting development avenue for the algorithm would be to test the NDSII-2 values to see if the detection of melt ponds is possible.
The refinement in spatial resolution gives the algorithm the capacity to detect smaller features that would not be visible at a 1 km resolution. The downscaled images, compared on a point-by-point basis, show that the CCRS algorithm [26, 43] performs very well at downscaling MODIS images to 250 m, even when conditions are not optimal due to cloud cover like in the freeze-up period (Figure 11 ), and that it is an appropriate tool for studying sea ice cover as it does not alter or distort the spectral properties of the scene [58] . Correlation between Bands 2 and 4 at 1 km grid resolution and their 250 m downscaled counterparts showed that, for all three seasons and on more than 1500 points per period, the lowest R 2 value has shown to be 0.88. Even if the downscaling algorithm performs well, classification errors can certainly be linked to this process, especially for sectors of the image where the pixel TOA reflectance values are close to the threshold values. This downscaling plays an important role in the overall quality of the IceMap250 composite map.
Cloud cover is the most restrictive barrier to sea ice mapping using optical data. This is particularly true during the freeze-up season when all the algorithms tested display their lowest overall accuracy. As an example, for the three periods of the ice regime in 2003, under the hybrid mask (MOD35 + VIS), the maximum occurrence percentage of cloud-free pixels was 57% for the stable cover period, 66% for the melt period, and 42% for the freeze-up period. A recurrent pattern of cloud cover, intimately linked with the formation of sea ice, was observed that year in the Hudson Bay. Ice first developed and last melted in the southwestern part of the bay, where visibility seemed to be at its maximum in all periods of the ice regime.
The best performance for the IceMap250 performance is not seen when the VIS mask is used alone, which could trigger false positives of sea ice presence, but when it is used in combination with the MOD35 mask to achieve the composite map. As well, classification errors are certainly linked to the use of a suboptimal land mask, with a resolution coarser than the satellite imagery used in the algorithm. The use of a better mask would reduce land contamination errors. The overall performance of the IceMap250 algorithm is intimately linked to the land and cloud masking quality. Figure 11 . Agreement between the TOA reflectances of the MOD021KM Bands 2 and 4 and the downscaled bands at 250 m grid resolution generated by the CCRS algorithm for 3 different scenes during freeze-up, stable cover, and melt periods.
Conclusions
The fully automated IceMap250 algorithm provides 250 m of sea ice presence maps using the highest possible resolution data from the MODIS-Terra or Aqua sensors and specialized downscaling techniques, an improvement when compared to the original approach. Additionally, IceMap250 uses a different spectral ratio to detect sea ice. Using the NIR band instead of the SWIR band, the NDSII-2 index provides excellent results and makes the algorithm fully compatible with both MODIS platforms.
As expected, the impact of cloud cover on the spatial extent covered by the maps is major, especially during the freeze-up season, when the waters of Hudson Bay are warmer than the Arctic air masses, generating massive cloud formation. Nevertheless, when under clear sky conditions and Figure 11 . Agreement between the TOA reflectances of the MOD021KM Bands 2 and 4 and the downscaled bands at 250 m grid resolution generated by the CCRS algorithm for 3 different scenes during freeze-up, stable cover, and melt periods.
As expected, the impact of cloud cover on the spatial extent covered by the maps is major, especially during the freeze-up season, when the waters of Hudson Bay are warmer than the Arctic air masses, generating massive cloud formation. Nevertheless, when under clear sky conditions and adequately masked, the approach is efficient and accurate. Further improvement of the cloud-masking algorithms for the MODIS platform will necessarily have a positive impact on false sea ice detection in the IceMap250 algorithm.
Both quantitative and visual comparisons confirm that the IceMap250 maps are a useful source of ice information, even on a weekly scale. The general spatial pattern of the sea ice cover is respected in every case, and the approach offers the advantage of quickly providing fine ice cover details as soon as the MODIS imagery is available (near real time production).
The IceMap250 algorithm generates reliable and accurate sea ice detection data, in all cases with a kappa value over 90%, which would constitute an excellent backbone to any ice presence study; the algorithm thus has the potential to be used for numerous scientific and operational applications.
